
Kevin Lynch analysis
The Kevin Lynch method analyses forms in the project area and is 
limited to the effects of physical perceptible objects. The method clas-
sifies five different types of physical forms; landmarks, edges and bar-
riers, paths, districts and nodes. None of these physical elements exist 
in isolation, therefore it is important to also see them together in one 
context.57

   In this chapter we have used the method to analyse the physical 
elements in the project area and its nearby surroundings to get an un-
derstanding of the characteristics of the Big Hole precinct and to find 
important features. The analysis will also bring out issues that need to 
be addressed.

Landmarks
Kevin Lynch describes landmarks as external physical objects that can 
be used as a point of reference. Some landmarks are high and can be 
seen from a far distance. These are often used as radial references. 
Other landmarks are lower and more local, and can only be seen from 
certain approaches. These contribute to the identity of an area.58

Kimberley has several distinguished landmarks visible from most 
parts of the city due to its flat landscape. These landmarks are also 
visible from the project area. Some of the landmarks are though more 
local and can only be seen from the project area or its nearby areas. 
These are the ones that strongly contribute to the character and feeling 
of the area. 
   The most distinct landmark in Kimberley is the Microwave Tower 
which is a telecommunication tower. Because of its height the tower 
is visible from the entire Big Hole precinct but also from most parts of 
the city.  The tower is therefore often used as a landmark for orienta-
tion, which should be taken advantage of in the development of the 
project area.
   High buildings in the city centre like the Escom building and the 
Harry Oppenheimer House contributes to the characteristic skyline 
of Kimberley. These buildings are visible from most parts of the city 
but in the project area mine-dumps are blocking the view from some 
approaches, making them visible only from certain angles.
   The headgear in the Open Mine Museum is visible from the nearby 
areas and makes a special mark in the skyline because of its old histor-
ical appearance. The headgear was previously used as a lift for people 
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Fig 55. Microwave Tower

Fig 56. Harry Oppenheimer House

Fig 57. Escom building and headgear



and mine-material coming up and down the mine and is therefore a 
historical landmark, marking the location of the museum area and the 
Big Hole.
   Mine-dumps can only be seen from nearby areas due to their rela-
tively low height. However they are important landmarks and also 
distinguished features because of their historical meaning in the city. 
The mine-dumps in the project area are being removed but the two 
oldest ones are important to preserve as historical monuments. North 
of the Big Hole there is a large mine-dump which can be seen from a 
further distance. This mine-dump is therefore a distinct landmark.
   All these landmarks are important for the character of the city and 
foremost for the Big Hole precinct. Therefore it is significant to bring 
out these physical elements and make them visible in the new devel-
opment of the project area. The landmarks with historical meaning 
also need to be kept as a reminder of the previous use of the area and 
the origin of the mine.

Fig 59. Kimberley’s sky line is today a rare view 
from the Big Hole precinct
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Fig 58. Mine-dump
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Edges and barriers
Edges are, according to Kevin Lynch, linear elements seen as boundar-
ies between two faces. Some edges are barriers which close one area 
off from another and are therefore hard to penetrate.59

The most obvious edge elements around the Big Hole precinct are lo-
cated on the eastern and western sides of the area. These edge ele-
ments also act as barriers which prevents movement to and from the 
project area in an east-west direction.
   The Big Hole is surrounded by mine-dumps and fences which cre-
ates a distinct edge towards the project area. This fenced area together 
with the immense size of the hole is also a huge barrier between the 
project area and the CBD. The mine-dumps, surrounding the hole, are 
furthermore a visual barrier that prevents visual links from the project 
area towards CBD. 
   The large, coherent Waterloo Road mine-dump stretches alongside 
Waterloo Road, just west of the project area. The height and consis-
tency of the mine-dump creates a distinct edge and a barrier which 
ends the project area to the west.
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Fig 60. The fenced off Big Hole acts both as an 
edge and a barrier

Fig 61. Waterloo Road mine-dump

Map 35. Edges and barriers
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   The mine-dumps in the mine-dumping area west of the Big Hole are 
worth a lot of money and are therefore fenced in, leaving the area to be 
a huge obstacle for movement. Since the main movement in the area is 
conducted in a north-south direction the mine-dumping area becomes 
a huge barrier in this direction. Even without fences, the mine-dumps 
would be difficult to pass because of their physical appearance. When 
the mine-dumps are completely removed from the area the barrier 
effect will be reduced. The mine-dumping area is also situated at the 
edge of the buffer zone, making it a part of the barrier between the 
former township of Galeshewe and rest of the city.
   In the Big Hole precinct most edges are barriers. The barriers in the 
area have a large impact both for the project area and for the entire 
city. These barriers need to be reduced to make it possible for the Big 
Hole precinct to function as a part of the city and not in isolation.

Paths
Kevin Lynch describes paths as the channels along which people move. 
From here people observe other elements in the environment.60

Map 36. Paths
Vehicle path Pedestrian path
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Fig 62. The mine-dumping area acts as a barrier

Fig 63. Pedestrians have treaded a path along 
the street
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There are only a few obvious paths through the Big Hole precinct. 
Most paths are located in the outskirts of the project area since large 
parts of the mine-dumping area are impossible to pass through. The 
main paths are headed in a north-south direction connecting Gale-
shewe with the CBD and other southern parts of the city since the 
main movement is concentrated to this direction.
   The most used path in the project area is Tucker Street – West Circu-
lar Road which is used both by vehicles, bicyclists and by pedestrians. 
Since West Circular is missing a sidewalk, pedestrians have treaded 
their own path a few metres west of the street. Green Street – North 
Circular Road is also a main path for all modes of transportation. For 
cars and taxis Waterloo Road is a main path, as it runs along the proj-
ect area in the west.
   All other streets in the project area are not as well used. Pedestrians 
are eager to take the shortest way to their destination and have there-
fore treaded up several small paths in the northern part of the Big 
Hole precinct where the mine-dumps are possible to pass.
   Today, there are not enough streets in the project area that can be-
come paths, inline with Kevin Lynch’s interpretation, to cater for the 
traffic need. For the Big Hole precinct to be integrated with the sur-
rounding areas more paths are needed for all traffic modes. The few 
existing paths do not accommodate space for all traffic modes which 
means that these need to be improved and upgraded in order to inte-
grate the area with the surrounding areas. 

Districts
According to Kevin Lynch districts are medium to large sections of the 
city, which are possible to enter inside. The districts are recognisable 
from their common identifying character.61 We have based the dis-
tricts on differences in density, usage and physical appearance.

It is possible to distinguish three districts in the nearby of the Big Hole 
precinct. The districts differ in density from completely undeveloped 
land to denser areas closer to the CBD. In usage the districts ranges 
from sparsely used mine-dumping areas, residential areas to light in-
dustry, and thereby their physical appearance also differs.
   The first district is situated in between the two others, located within 
the mine-dumping area. The Big Hole is a part of this area since the 
mine-dumps originates from it. The usage of the area is sparse, due to 
the widespread mine-dumps that take up almost the entire area. This 
area is therefore almost completely undeveloped and has the lowest 
density. The mine-dumps also make the district coherent and bring 
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Fig 64. Pedestrian and bicycle path 

Fig 65. Mine-dumping district



the character together.  
   The second district is located in the south and has the highest den-
sity. The usage in this district is mainly light industry, but it also has 
elements of commercial and residential usages. The built environment 
is characterised by often small, close standing, low buildings with sev-
eral blank walls facing the streets. 
   The third district, in the north, is a residential area which consists 
of single family houses mixed with low mine-dumps. The residential 
buildings are clustered together and situated along the streets and 
open spaces with mine-dumps emerge in between the buildings. This 
structure makes the density in this area low.
   These three districts differ distinctly in character, density and usage, 
none of which are very appropriate for this central location. To take 
advantage of this strategic land the districts needs to be in better con-
text to each other and gradually go from more dense commercial areas 
in the south to less dense residential areas in the north.

Map 37. Districts
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Fig 66. Light industry district

Fig 67. Residential district
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Nodes
Kevin Lynch describes nodes as strategic points with intensive use 
often located at junctions or connections.62

There are only two nodes in the project area, which both are located in 
the north-eastern corner. Since most parts of the Big Hole precinct is 
undeveloped, the rest of the area has no further nodes.
   The evident node is located at the intersection of North Circular 
Road and Tucker Street. At this node there are lots of daily movement, 
especially during the rush hours when people go to and from work. A 
pub, a gas station and a couple of small shops make this area a small 
service node. It is though possible to strengthen this node due to the 
large number of people moving in the area.
   The other node is the Open Mine Museum. The museum node gets 
most of its visitors during weekends and holidays. This node is today 
located in isolation from other activities.
   The nodes in this area are small and not as strong and developed 
as needed in this central location. The new development in the Big 
Hole precinct therefore needs to further strengthen and develop these 
nodes. A new node with close access to CBD also needs to be devel-
oped in the southern part of the project area. 
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Fig 68. Intersection of North Circular Road and 
Tucker Street

Fig 69. Café at intersection node

Fig 70. Open Mine Museum node
Map 38. Nodes
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Relations between the elements
When all Kevin Lynch elements stand in relation to each other the 
barriers appear as the element that causes most problems in the area. 
The barriers prevent paths from linking surrounding areas together 
and also nodes from develop or grow. It is also the barriers that sepa-
rate the different districts and thereby preventing them from growing 
together. By reducing the barriers the Big Hole precinct gains new op-
portunities for development.
   The existing nodes have appeared along the few paths in the area. By 
opening more paths through the area it is possible to create new and 
stronger nodes. 
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Map 39. Relations between the elements


